
SKUNK SPRAY EXPOSURE
Getting sprayed by a skunk happens to curious dogs who stick their noses into places
that annoy skunks. It happens to cats, too, just not nearly as often. Unless your pet has
been skunked, you may not realize that the odor stuck to your pet is not the same minor
one that you smell driving down a road where a skunk has released its scent. The up
close and personal smell won’t just make you wrinkle your nose and gag; it’s a bit like
the acrid smell of burning rubber or chemical fire that grasps your lungs and hurts your
eyes. If people have this reaction from being next to their pet, imagine what pets, with
their highly sensitive noses, feel!

Unfortunately, it is up to you to remove the odor. Unless your pet was attacked by a
skunk and has obvious wounds or distress (very rare), do not come to the Emergency
Room - you can bathe them yourself with this formula:

● 1 quart 3% hydrogen peroxide
● 1/4 cup baking soda
● 1 teaspoon of liquid dish soap or hand soap

Hand soap is milder and won't strip out the oily residue as well as dish soap, so dish
soap is preferable, but use what you have available.

It is unlikely that one shampoo with this recipe will be enough to completely eliminate
that odor. Depending on the length of the pet’s coat, the volume of spray, and how long
you are able to rub shampoo into the coat, you may need do it more than once, or even
a few times.

Mixing

Typically, a non-expired 3% hydrogen peroxide is sold in pint bottles, anything stronger
is not recommended. The best place to mix the formula is in a clean plastic bucket with
plastic utensils to stir. Metal is not a good choice because it encourages the peroxide to
decompose. If needed to cover your whole dog, up to a quart of lukewarm water (not
hot or cold water) can be added to the solution.

Apply the solution immediately, and do not store it in a bottle or spray bottle to avoid
having the bottle explode. Bottles of hydrogen peroxide do not burst in the store



because underneath the cap, on the cap liner, the manufacturer has left teeny holes
through which the oxygen gas is released.

How Does it Work?

The nasty part of the skunk odor (is there any part that isn’t horrific?) is created by
organic compounds called thiols, which are responsible for making other hideous odors
such as decomposing flesh. The oxygen created by combining hydrogen peroxide and
baking soda neutralizes the thiols.

Bathing

As soon as you can, wash your dog in this solution and really work it into the fur,
particularly on long coated breeds. Leave the solution on the dog for about 5 minutes.
Some areas that reek more than others may need more baths. Wash the dog as many
times as it takes for the dog to smell like a wet dog rather than a dog sprayed by a
skunk. It is possible that for a few months afterward the dog will smell slightly of skunk
when wet.

Rinse the dog with lukewarm water and any leftover solution down the drain with added
water.

Safety Warnings (There are Several)

DO NOT SMOKE while shampooing as this mixture is flammable.

Toss out what you haven’t used; it can’t be bottled. It won’t even last an evening, so toss
out what you haven’t used. If you intend to bathe your pet again tomorrow, make
another batch then; it’s better to bathe them a few times the day it happens. Remember
that a similar eruption in paper mache volcanoes is caused by combining dishwashing
soap, baking soda and vinegar.

Hydrogen peroxide will lighten black hair to a bronze color, and that will not return to the
usual darker shade on its own; note that hydrogen peroxide is an ingredient in
permanent hair dye and some blonde hair dye. The fur will have to grow out. If you plan
to show your black dog in conformation, consider some other option instead (see
below).



Not unexpectedly, the solution will bleach out towels and fabric, so while you bathe the
dog, wear old clothes and towels you don’t mind getting bleached.

Keep the solution out of your pet’s eyes. It can be irritating enough to cause shallow
corneal ulcers. That may be difficult to prevent if the dog is sprayed directly in the face.
It is reasonable to rinse out your dog’s eyes before and after bathing using an over-the
counter eye wash as both the skunk spray and any accidental exposure to the bathing
solution can be irritating.

Other Choices

That old silliness about using tomato juice or sauce to get rid of the odor is likely based
on the acidity of tomatoes. It simply does not work.

Some veterinarian clinics keep Thornell’s Skunk-Off around to sell to clients. Many
over-the-counter products like this can be found at pet supply stores. It can also be
used in the carpet, car seats, furniture, and so on. It does not contain hydrogen
peroxide, so it can be used on black dogs. It is available in shampoos for pets and spray
bottles for carpeting, bedding, clothing, upholstery, and so on. It can cause minor
irritation.

Health Risks from the Skunk Spray

Dogs who get a full shot of skunk spray in the face can develop a form of damage to
their red blood cells that causes anemia. This result can make the dog weak and turn
their mucous membranes (gums, inside cheeks) a chocolate color. It is not common and
not an instant issue but if it does happen, symptoms will typically be seen in the first 12
to 24 hours. If abnormal symptoms are noted, veterinary intervention is absolutely
needed. The dog may need blood transfusions and supportive measures. Severely
skunked dogs should be monitored closely for 24-48 hours for such signs as lethargy,
weakness, lack of appetite. Extremely severe cases of this resulting anemia can be
fatal.

Dogs that have been sprayed in the face are often noted to be squinting their eyes
because of the irritation the spray can cause. This typically wears off within 6-12 hours
and the recovery can be hastened by rinsing the eyes with over-the-counter eye wash
from a human pharmacy. If the irritation persists beyond 6-12 hours, it is best to have

https://veterinarypartner.vin.com/vetzinsight/default.aspx?pId=756&id=7401113


your dog seen by a veterinarian to make sure that there is not corneal damage that
needs to be addressed.

Most dogs that get sprayed by a skunk do not get bitten because they retreat after being
sprayed. But if a dog is bitten by the skunk, the owner should seek veterinary attention
due to rabies risk and for possible wound care. Most veterinary ERs do not carry rabies
vaccine so calling your family veterinarian as soon as they are open is the best way to
address this issue.

Some dogs are more likely to encounter skunks, depending on their geographic area
and temperaments, and you may need to do this more than once. If that is the case,
consider keeping unexpired supplies on hand.

Hope this information was helpful! Good luck and happy de-skunking :)
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